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White photovoltaic panels eventually allow architects to realize building facades

producing electricity without compromising on the aesthetics of the architectural

realization.

• Performances of white panels in façade configuration in Thun were compared with

same black panels without white film in front from 21.04.2016 to 21.11.2016.

• Temperature were also recorded as lower operation temperature of the white panel

should:

• Lead to better performance ratio for white installation as c-Si solar cells

efficiencies decrease with increased temperature.

• Increase urban comfort by fighting against heat island caused by dense housing

in cities.

Temperature and performance monitoring 

of white panels in facade configuration
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Conclusions

Facade with both white and black modules used for performances and 

temperature monitoring.

Temperature of panels and its effect on electrical performances

• White panel T is lower than that of the black

panel of up to 9°C on the 22 of June.

• White panel electrical performances are

lower than that of the black panel because

the white filter reflects part of the light.

• Nominal output power of 176 Wp and 101

Wp were measured for, respectively, the

black and the white panels.
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Temperature and power output of the panels

• Normalized output power of white panel is

higher at the warmest of the day.

• At the warmest of the 22nd of June the white

module normalized power is 3.2% above the

one of the black panel.

• 3.2% Correlates well to the 9°C difference in

temperature and a temperature coefficient

γ(Pmpp) of -0.39%/K for these modules.

• It shows the non negligible positive effect of

the white panel lower temperature on module

performances.

Normalized power output of the panels

• At the warmest of the day the temperature

difference was regularly above 8°C and could

go up to 14°C.

• Thus performance ratio of white installations

are expected to be above the one of black

installations.

• White panels are better than black panels in

order to fight against heat island effect in

dense cities.

Normalized energy produced by each panels for each month of the monitoring is reproduced at the bottom of 

the figure. The top part of the figure depicts the difference between the white and black panels for each row.

• Despite the clear effect of improved normalized performances for white

panel on short time scale, improved normalized performances are not

systematically observed on longer time scale.

• It was concluded that the DC/DC optimizers that are used at the back for

each panels were less efficient in the output range below 100W

explaining why the integrated normalized performances of the white

panels are not better compared to that of their black counterparts.

• However most installations are not made with power optimizer nor micro-

inverter and better performance ratio for white installation can still be

expected.

• White panels were typically 8 to 14°C cooler than black panels at the warmest of sunny days. Heat island effect in dense urban

environment could thereby be better mitigated with installing white PV façade rather than black PV facade.

• Due to the c-Si cell temperature coefficient up to 3.4% higher normalized power output was recorded for the white panels at the

warmest of the day. Better performance ratio is thus expected for installation with white panels.

• Lower performances of the DC/DC optimizer for the power output range of the white panel impacts the long terms performances of

the white panel in the studied installation.

• For standard installation without DC/DC optimizer or microinverter it is still expected to observe a higher performance ratio for white

installation compared to black installation.

Temperature difference recorded during monitoring. Negative values 

means that the white panels were coolers than the black panels.


